Little League Baseball® Umpire School

Rules Instruction Manual

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS:
Î 3FZMSYWP]WMRGIMR0MXXPI0IEKYITVSKVEQWXLIHYKSYXWEVISYXSJTPE]XLI½IPHIVQE]RSXKSMRXSEHYKSYXXSQEOIETPE],S[IZIVMJWSQISRIMRWMHI
XLIHYKSYXMRXIVJIVIW[MXLXLITPE]IV[LIRLIWLIVIEGLIWMRXSXLIHYKSYXMRXIVJIVIRGIWLEPPFIGEPPIH(ITIRHMRKSRXLIXIEQEXJEYPXXLMWGSYPHVIWYPX
MRERSYXGEPPE[EVHMRKFEWIWSVRYPPMJ]MRKXLISYXGSQI

7.12 - Unless two are out, the status of a following runner is not affected by a preceding runner’s failure to touch or retouch a base. If, upon appeal, the preceding
runner is the third out, no runners following the preceding runner shall score. If such a third out is the result of a force play, neither the preceding nor following
runners shall score.
7.13 – When a pitcher is in...
Baseball - Little League (Major) and Minor League: contact with the pitcher’s plate and in possession of the ball and the catcher is in the catcher’s box ready
to receive delivery of the ball, base runners shall not leave their bases until the ball has been delivered and has reached the batter. NOTE: Tee Ball: Base runners must
stay in contact with the base until the ball is hit. When players have advanced as far as possible without being put out or having been retired, the umpire shall call
“time” and place the ball on the tee.

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS:
Î -R1MRSV0IEKYIERH8II&EPPXLIPSGEPPIEKYIWQE]EHSTXXLISTXMSRXLEXEFEWIVYRRIVMWGEPPIHSYXJSVPIEZMRKXLIFEWIFIJSVIXLITMXGLIHFEPPLEWVIEGLIH
XLIFEXXIV
Î -JMRXLIYQTMVI´WNYHKQIRXXLIQEREKIVMWMRWXVYGXMRKLMWLIVTPE]IVWXSPIEZIIEVP]MRXIRXMSREPP]XLIQEREKIVQE]FI[EVRIHERHSVINIGXIHJVSQXLIKEQI
JSVHIPMFIVEXIP]ZMSPEXMRKXLIVYPIW
Î ;LIREVYRRIVMWPIKMXMQEXIP]SJJLMWLIVFEWIXLITMXGLIVGERRSXWXSTXLIVYRRIVF]XEOMRKXLIFEPPFEGOXSXLITMXGLIV´WTPEXI
Î 8LIGEXGLIVMW±VIEH]XSVIGIMZIHIPMZIV]²SJXLITMXGL[LIRLIWLILEWLMWLIVQEWOSRERHMWJEGMRKXLITMXGLIV-XMWRSXRIGIWWEV]JSVLMQLIVXSFIMRE
WUYEXTSWMXMSR
Î 9RXMPXLITMXGLIVERHGEXGLIVLEZIWEXMW½IHXLIEFSZIIPIQIRXWSJXLMWVYPIXLIVYRRIVWEVIJVIIXSEHZERGI[MXLSYXZMSPEXMSR

The violation by one base runner shall affect all other base runners (a) when a base runner leaves the base before the pitched ball has reached the batter and the batter does not hit the ball, the runner is permitted to
continue. If a play is made on the runner and the runner is out, the out stands. If said runner reaches safely the base to which the runner is advancing,
that runner must be returned to the base occupied before the pitch was made, and no out results;

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS:
Î -XHSIWR´XQEXXIV[LMGLVYRRIVPIEZIWIEVP]8LIZMSPEXMSREJJIGXWIEGLERHIZIV]FEWIVYRRIV
Î 6YPI E [MPPFIIRJSVGIHEJXIVEPPTPE]LEWWXSTTIH-JXLIFEXXIVHSIWRSXLMXXLIFEPPYQTMVIW[MPPEPPS[XLITPE]XSGSRXMRYIYRXMPEPPTPE]LEWFIIR
GSQTPIXIH%R]SYXWSRXLITPE][MPPWXERH%PPSXLIVVYRRIV W [MPPVIXYVRXSXLIMVSVMKMREPFEWISVFEWIW

[CHALLENGER: &EWIWXIEPMRKMWRSXTIVQMXXIH&EWIVYRRIVWWLEPPRSXPIEZIXLIMVFEWIWYRXMPXLIFEPPMWFEXXIH:MSPEXMSR%PPFEWIVYRRIVWEVIVIXYVRIH
XSXLIMVSVMKMREPFEWIWERH±RSTMXGL²HIGPEVIHA
(b) when a base runner leaves the base before the pitched ball has reached the batter and the batter hits the ball, the base runner or runners are permitted
to continue. If a play is made and the runner or runners are put out, the out or outs will stand. If not put out, the runner or runners must return to
the original base or bases or to the unoccupied base nearest the one that was left; In no event shall the batter advance beyond first base on a single or
error, second base on a double or third base on a triple. The Umpire-in-Chief shall determine the base value of the hit ball
EXAMPLE: Play: Bases loaded and any one of the runners leaves his/her base early, batter hits a clean triple, but is thrown out at the plate
trying to score after the over throw at third. Ruling: “Time” is called, the out stands. Return all runners to first, second and third
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Î 2SXIXLEXXLIYQTMVIHIXIVQMRIWXLIFEWIZEPYISJXLILMXFEPPRSXXLIWGSVIOIITIV8LMWMWRSXTVSXIWXEFPIFYXVEXLIVXLINYHKQIRXSJXLIYQTMVI
Î 8LIFEXXIVQE]RSXEHZERGIFI]SRH½VWXFEWISREWMRKPISVERIVVSVMRGPYHMRKX[SFEWIIVVSVWSFWXVYGXMSRSVER]SXLIVE[EVHLIWLIQE]VIGIMZI
8LMWEPWSETTPMIWXSEFEXXIVVYRRIV[LSEHZERGIWXS½VWXFEWISRYRGEYKLXHVSTTIHXLMVHWXVMOILIWLI[MPPRSXFIEPPS[IHEHZERGIER]JYVXLIVXLER
½VWXFEWIIZIRSRERSZIVXLVS[
Î -JEXXLIIRHSJXLIIRXMVITPE]ERSTIRFEWII\MWXWXLIVYRRIVWQYWXVIXYVRXSXLISVMKMREPFEWISVXSXLISRIRIEVIWXXSXLISRIXLEX[EWPIJXIEVP]

(c) when any base runner leaves the base before the pitched ball has reached the batter and the batter bunts, hits a ball within the infield or advances on
an uncaught third strike, no run shall be allowed to score. If three runners were on the bases and the batter reaches first base safely, each runner shall
advance to the base beyond the one they occupied at the start of the play except the runner who occupied third base, that runner shall be removed
from the base without a run being scored.
NOTE: See exceptions following this rule.
EXCEPTION: If at the conclusion of the play there is an open base, paragraphs (a) and (b) will apply.
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